Voice-over:

She says “I do not care if you believe me or not. It is the truth...go on and believe what you want to.”
So it is for sure that she is lying. When it is the truth, she will go crazy trying to get you to believe here.
So I feel like I know …

**CD TIME 0:20**

**click track starts here, on the downbeat**

The click plays quarter notes
Voice-over: She lights up and looks off away from me...
Voice-over: I say “Mayfly, I cannot feel what to do or say, or believe you anymore.”
CD TIME 1:25

click track starts here, on the downbeat

\( \frac{3}{4} \) the click plays eighth notes

\( \frac{4}{4} \) the click stops

the new click starts
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Voice-over: I light up myself
the click stops

the click plays quarter notes

CD TIME 3:35  the new click starts

click track starts here, on the downbeat

p non cresc.
CD TIME 4:50
\[ \frac{\dot{b}}{=56} \]
the click plays eighth notes
the new click starts
click track starts here,
on the downbeat
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the click stops slightly slower

CD TIME 5:40

the click plays eighth notes

ritard freely

click track starts here, in mid-bar, with one 3/4 bar in new tempo

unmeasured
CD TIME 7:05

Slightly slower

Click track starts here, on the downbeat

The click stops

The new click starts

The click plays eighth notes
CD TIME 9:50
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CD TIME 9:50
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click track starts here, on the downbeat

the click plays eighth notes

the new click starts

soulful, bluesy
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Everything Is Green
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text: David Foster Wallace

for flute, piano, and soundtrack
Narration by Rinde Eckert

Vocal Samples sung by Sara Wendt

Soundtrack produced by Sheldon Steiger

text:
Everything is Green, a short story by David Foster Wallace (used by permission)